
FAQ Straubmühlweg - A Survival Guide

Welcome to the Straubmühlweg student residence! Below we’ve answered the questions we’ve been
asked most frequently over the years:

1. Are there any social media groups?

We have an in-house volleyball group and a board games group in Whatsapp. There is also a Whatsapp
group for the use of the fitness room. You can join our Facebook group, too. Of course, there is also
our e-mail distribution list, which you can subscribe to at https://straubmuehlweg.de. For the
english speaking people we also have a Erasmus Whatsapp group. If you want to join the groups, you
can simply write us a message.

2. Where can I domy laundry?

Washing machines and dryers are in the basement of houses 3 and 6. Use of them costs € 1.50, and is
paid for with your student ID. Please do not wash after 10:00 p.m., your neighbors will thank you.

3. Where can I go grocery shopping?

You can walk to the nearby LIDL on Versbacher Straße in under 10 minutes, just go down Schwarzenberg.
There is a LOGO beverage market at Steinlein 3.

4. I forgot my key in the apartment, what now?

When you’ve locked yourself out, contact the caretaker. If it happens outside of his working hours, you
can contact us tutors.

5. How do I dispose of my garbage?

Large rubbish bins are located on the edge of the parking lot, across from House 4. Your waste is to be
separated into glass, plastic, organic, paper and residual waste, whereby we ask you to dispose of your
boxes only when they are folded.
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6. Is there any gym here?

Our newly renovated fitness room in the basement of house 5 is freely available to all residents. It turned
out, to be best to severely limit the number of people training at the same time. Further information
and how to get into the Signal Group and to get a training slot can be found on the fitness room door.

7. What is the quickest way to get to the city?

Bus line 34 goes right outside the front door to the Pestalozzistraße tram stop, from there you can
comfortably take the Straba into town, to the train station or Sanderring. You can go in the other
direction without changing to Hubland. There are even night buses on weekends.

8. What events are going to take place this semester?

Every Wednesday there will be a bar evening, this can either be ordinary or have a special motto. You
can usually get information about this from the notices on the notice board or from the newsletter(https:
//straubmuehlweg.de). Right now we are in the semester break and events will continue in the mid of
april.

9. Who do I contact if I have further questions?

You can address general questions to all residents, for example via Facebook or WhatsApp. If it should
still get more special, you can also contact us, our contact details are on the notice boards.

We wish you a successful semester and a warm welcome to our “Straubi”.

Your tutors

Annika, Eva and Samuel
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